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The much-awaited TIPS KG Sports fest was held on Saturday, 23rd  Sep’ 23 with great
zeal, excitement, and frolic atmosphere. Kids loved to get involved in our Sports Fest!!
Well done to all the KG children who took part. We had lots of fun!

TIPS KG Sports fest was fun filled with track and fun games. The program began with
torch bearing and welcomed the esteemed gathering and emphasized the
importance of sports in a student’s life. Special wing also participated in track and
fun games which added more excitement to the gathering.

The students entered into the spirit of the occasion in a grand
way. An energizing equestrian display set the tone for the rest
of the events. Once the event began, the air was filled with
cheering and tons of encouragement for the young athletes.

The games included running events like hurdles, relays, fun
games, and there was also Parents friendly-games  which
created exhilaration among the spectators and gave a bit of
rest to the participants. Students enjoyed the day with all
spectators cheering at the top of their voices.
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“Remember to celebrate milestones as you prepare for the road ahead”

Parveen Zakir
KG HRT (IB)
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 Health & Beyond
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Encouraging the little ones to
partake in physical activities
outdoors also has a number
of advantages during early
childhood development.
Children of all ages can
benefit from being physically
active. Physical activity is
essential for mental health
and well being. Here at TIPS,
we encourage children’s well
being by engaging them in
physical activity.

Play or Exercise a child’s body doesn’t
know the difference. But their mind tells
them when they are having fun. 

Swimming plays an important role in
providing a physical health. Children eagerly
participate in all these fun based physical well
being activities.

" Take care of your body, As it's the only place you can live".
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 Parent Chronicle
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Firstly, Thank you to the TIPS family for having me here. My daughter Husaina is
studying in LKG, Tatabad campus. I was invited by Sangeetha ma’am for a story
telling session. It was a lovely experience to spend time with the kids. The Kids were
very interactive and knowledgeable too. I narrated three stories to them THE WOLF
AND THE THE SEVEN LITTLE KIDS, PIP AND POSY- The little puddle and THE GRUFFALO.
The learning outcome of the stories were- Not to be greedy ,Intellect mouse and fun
time of pip and posy.

Coming in personally to the school during school hours also gives me
assurance that the kids are in really good hands and are taken care very well at
the same time well taught too.

Glad to be a part of TIPS family 
Fatema Huzefa



No story lives unless someone wants to
listen. Our young ones always showed
their eagerness to share their knowledge
through stories , it teaches them about the
world and everyday life. Hearing stories
can equip children with skills that they will
use through out their lives.
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Budding Influencer
“Story telling is the most powerful way to put ideas into the world today”

Some times magical movements happens in
our kids learning process when they connect
other sources with their present learning.
Such occurrence were evident when our KG
kids were taken to Grade 2 to experience the
“Tamil Exhibition” related to their present
theme “Sharing the Planet “.

The use of ICT in KG can enhance the
learning and development of all key
learning areas including
communication and collabration.
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 Potpourri
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“The aim of art is not to represent the outward appearance of things, but their inward significance “
                                                                                                                                 -   Aristotle

Art always makes our little ones blissful.
our KG 1 kids were encouraged to express
their creativity with fun and easy art
activities. Children enjoyed being
creative and exploring different art
supplies and materials.

With their young mind and
childish touch any outcomes get
to be more adorable. Ownership
were given to make their own
choices and choose their
favourite activities to make
themselves more invested in the
learning process.

“Celebrations makes life creative and
active. It makes each one participate
and cherish special moments to be
memorable”

When our kids are involved in each
celebration, it becomes a perfect time for
them to gain   knowledge of every events
& culture. They celebrate it with more
involvement.

‘’Learning never exhausts the mind, every celebration becomes a part of learning”.
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 Learning Curves
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‘’The important thing is to never stop
questioning’.

Our KG 1 tiny tots started  exploring the names
and sounds of animal. Additionally, dogs are
highly liked animals that make wonderful
family pets. 

“The only source of knowledge is experience.”
Such type of experience are provided to our
KG toddlers through Quick reads-”Noah’s
Arc”. 

They participated in clay modelling activities
to learn about the life cycle’s of butterflies
and frog.

Animals are fascinating because how
they move communicate and
interact.

Education is lifelong journey. There
are always new things to
discover,new ways to improve
ourselves and new challenges to face.
“The beautiful thing about learning is
that no one can take it away from
you.”

Our little buddies started to gather
and learn facts in the books.  
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'Phonics should be the foundation of a
curiosity about how word works.
It has been shown that teaching children
to read by utilizing sounds instead of
individual letters helps them focus on
mastering phonics skills.

Some classroom activities evokes kinder
minds when KG kids were given play time
to explore their creativity, they were
encouraged to reflect on what they have
learned as they had fun. 

'Play is our brain's favourite way of

learning.’

Phonics enables better comprehension of

sounds, words, pronunciations and

sentences. Our kids understand what they

are hearing and reading, it makes it easier

for them to grasp complicated concepts.

Apart from making learning easy, phonics

teaching also make learning fun.Our little

tots made it fun.

 Phonics also raises children's phonemic

awareness.This is the ability to understand

how words are formed,and to break down

into individual sounds.

Pocket Phonics
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Candid MemoriesCandid MemoriesCandid Memories
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STUDENT LED
CONFERENCE (SLC)

WORLD FOOD DAY

UPCOMING
EVENTS WORLD TEACHERS DAY

HALLOWEEN DAY
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WORLD SIGHT DAY
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www.tipskovai.com
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https://www.youtube.com/@tipscoimbatore9384
https://www.instagram.com/tipscoimbatore/
https://www.facebook.com/TIPScoimbatore
https://tipskovai.com/

